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Executive Summary
Despite growing bilateral cooperation between China and India, sources of tension in the relationship
remain and in some cases are becoming more pronounced. In the security realm, continued occurrences of
Chinese soldiers crossing into disputed areas of the China-India border and China’s growing presence in
the Indian Ocean are sources of friction in China-India relations. In the economic realm, India has a large
trade imbalance with China, due to the distortionary effects of China’s economic policy, Chinese
competitiveness in export-oriented industries, and India’s economic and institutional problems.
Meanwhile, the 2012-2013 leadership transition in China and the 2014 election of Prime Minister Narendra
Modi in India have increased potential for bilateral cooperation. The two countries seek to work together
on a growing number of issues, including stability in Afghanistan and climate change. In addition, during
Chinese President Xi Jinping’s visit to India in September 2014, China pledged to invest in Indian industrial
parks and high-speed rail infrastructure. China and India also are collaborating in multilateral forums and
institutions, such as the summits of Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa (BRICS) and the new
BRICS development bank.
Although both governments seek to reduce tension in the relationship, the potential for competition,
miscalculation, and conflict between the two countries persists. For the United States, Prime Minister
Modi’s election and India’s evolving strategic calculations have important implications for U.S. security
interests, and may present opportunities for greater U.S.-India military and security cooperation. The United
States also could cooperate with India to promote a greater balance of economic power in the Asia Pacific
region, encourage improved market access in China, promote Chinese compliance with its World Trade
Organization (WTO) obligations, and enhance global energy security.

Overview of the China-India Relationship
Although China and India have been strategic rivals since the mid-twentieth century, in recent years China
has become India’s largest trading partner and the Indian government is now more supportive of Chinese
investment, which is limited but growing. 1 Like many other Asian states, India faces the challenge of
balancing its desire to expand economic ties with China with its apprehension about China’s strategic
intentions, particularly along the disputed China-India border and in the Indian Ocean.
The two countries’ leaders have sought to reduce bilateral tensions. 2 The 2012-2013 leadership transition
in China and the 2014 election of Prime Minister Modi in India present new opportunities for cooperation. 3
However, despite cooperative initiatives and official statements emphasizing positive areas of the
relationship, 4 Asia’s two largest rising powers, both of whom possess nuclear weapons, distrust each other,
and each is sensitive to the other operating in its respective area of influence.5 In the security realm, major
sources of tension in the relationship are the China-India border dispute, China’s activities in the Indian
Ocean, China-Pakistan relations, and Tibet. In the economic realm, India faces an increasingly unbalanced
trade relationship with China, and the two countries are competing for access to energy supplies.
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Areas of Tension
China-India Border Dispute
The chief irritant between China and India is their disputed border in the Himalayas, where a Line of Actual
Control (LAC) * demarcates an effective boundary. The LAC runs along the southern part of the Aksai Chin
region, the northern part of Sikkim State, and the northern part of Arunachal Pradesh State (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Disputed China-India Border Areas

Source: Alyssa Ayers, “China’s Mixed Messages to India,” Asia Unbound (Council on Foreign Relations Blog),
September 17, 2014. http://blogs.cfr.org/asia/2014/09/17/chinas-mixed-messages-to-india/. Adapted by the authors.

China and India engaged in a war and several smaller confrontations between 1962 and the mid-to-late
1980s. India suffered a humiliating defeat in 1962 when China launched a month-long attack into Arunachal
Pradesh and the Ladakh region. The two countries had several small military confrontations along their
shared border over the next 25 years and in 1986-1987 came close to another war. 6

* China and India informally delineated the LAC following the ceasefire that ended the Sino-Indian war of 1962. The two countries
officially accepted the LAC in a bilateral agreement in 1993. The LAC, however, is ill-defined, in part due to the complex
topography of the Ladakh region. India and China have different perceptions of the demarcation set by the LAC and have yet to
negotiate an official boundary. R. L. Bahtia and Tang Jiaxuan, “Agreement on the Maintenance of Peace along the Line of Actual
Control in the India-China Border,” (Stimson Center, September 7, 1993). http://www.stimson.org/research-pages/agreement-onthe-maintenance-of-peace-along-the-line-of-actual-control-in-the-india-china-border/; Michelle FlorCruz, “Line of Actual
Control: China and India Again Squabbling over Disputed Himalayan Border,” International Business Times, May 3, 2013.
http://www.ibtimes.com/line-actual-control-china-india-again-squabbling-over-disputed-himalayan-border-1236401;
Raja
Mohan, The Sino-Indian Border Dispute and Asian Security (Strategic and Defense Studies Center, June 2013).
http://ips.cap.anu.edu.au/sites/default/files/COG7.pdf; and Hongzhou Zhang and Mingjiang Li, “Sino-Indian Border Disputes,”
Institute
for
International
Political
Studies
181
(June
2013)
1-9.
http://www.ispionline.it/sites/default/files/pubblicazioni/analysis_181_2013.pdf.
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Beijing and New Delhi agreed to border management protocols in the mid-1990s, and reached additional
agreements in 2005 and 2013 that established rules of conduct and confidence building measures between
their militaries. Nevertheless, low-level confrontations between border patrols continue to occur. According
to New Delhi, China’s People’s Liberation Army (PLA) soldiers frequently cross disputed portions of the
LAC (more than 700 times between January 2013 and August 2014) but do not usually stay there longer
than several hours. 7 The Chinese government does not publicize the occurrence of Indian personnel
crossing disputed portions of the LAC.
•

Most recently, border tensions flared after a contingent of PLA soldiers crossed a disputed portion
of the LAC on September 10, 2014 and began building a road, according to Indian media reporting.8
A standoff between the PLA and the Indian Army ensued, with both sides sending more troops to
the border. The crisis ended two weeks later after the Chinese and Indian governments agreed to
withdraw troops, a process that ended on September 30. 9 This incident began shortly before
President’s Xi’s visit to India, which raises questions about civil-military coordination in China.

In general, China’s military capabilities and transportation infrastructure are more advanced than India’s
and would give China an advantage in a border conflict. However, the number of PLA combat units in the
Tibet Autonomous Region (TAR) has not increased markedly in recent years. * Most of the combat units in
China’s Chengdu and Lanzhou military regions, which likely would be called upon in a major military
conflict on the border with India, are based far away in Yunnan and Sichuan provinces and the Xinjiang
Uyghur Autonomous Region. 10 In contrast, India is increasing its force levels near the border. This decision
likely is driven by India’s concern about the gap in military capabilities between the two militaries and
China’s rapidly developing civilian transportation infrastructure in the TAR, which could be used to
transport Chinese troops and equipment to the border. To defend the LAC, Beijing relies on the ability to
rapidly reinforce the relatively few PLA units permanently based in the region.
•

Through exercises, PLA ground and air forces in western China continue to enhance their ability
to respond to India-related contingencies. One recent exercise took place in the TAR in August
2012 and involved a mountain infantry brigade and an air force division conducting an assault on
a notional enemy force. 11 The PLA uses these exercises to improve its ability to overcome the
challenges of operating in these remote, high-altitude areas.

•

China’s recent improvements in transportation infrastructure in western China would facilitate PLA
troop movements and decrease PLA response time in an Indian contingency. In 2006, Beijing
opened a rail line from Qinghai Province to the TAR. China recently extended the rail line farther
into the TAR and plans to extend it to the China-India border by 2020. In 2013, China completed
a stretch of highway to a county in the TAR near the border; the county was the last in the TAR
without a highway connection. 12

•

India is strengthening its military readiness for China-related contingencies by increasing the
number of its forward-deployed ground and air forces and holding military exercises in the border
region. The Indian Air Force (IAF) plans to deploy two additional squadrons of Su-30 fighter

* PLA units conducting patrols of China’s border with India are border defense units. People’s Armed Police (PAP) border security
units also conduct patrols of the border. These PLA and PAP units operate from outposts near the border and are usually small and
lightly armed. Their primary missions are surveillance and early warning. PLA border defense units are under the command of
military sub-district headquarters. PAP border units are under the command of local public security bureaus. Dennis J. Blasko, The
Chinese Army Today: Tradition and Transformation for the 21st Century, (Oxford, UK: Routledge, 2012), pp. 27, 86; Dennis
Blasko, e-mail interview with Commission staff, December 12, 2014; Dennis Blasko, “PLA Ground Force Modernization and
Mission Diversification: Underway in All Military Regions,” in Roy Kamphausen and Andrew Scobell eds. Right-sizing the
People’s Liberation Army: Exploring the Contours of China’s Military (Carlisle, PA, U.S. Army War College, 2007), pp. 300-301.
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aircraft to northeastern India. 13 The Indian Army plans to deploy a new mountain strike corps,
which will consist of more than 90,000 soldiers and be equipped with mountain artillery and
antiaircraft guns, to the LAC. 14 In 2012, the IAF and Indian Army held a military exercise near the
China-India border that involved fighter and transport aircraft and special operations personnel. 15
•

India is taking steps to improve its military and transportation infrastructure along the disputed
border. In recent years, the IAF reopened airstrips near the LAC to enhance its ability to provide
logistical support to Indian personnel on the ground. 16 The Indian government reduced restrictions
on construction of roads and military facilities along the LAC and it plans to build 54 new border
outposts for the Indo-Tibetan Border Police in Arunachal Pradesh. 17 India also plans to build a
1,118 mile road and three rail lines in Arunachal Pradesh, one of which would be connected to
India’s Assam State. 18

China’s Growing Presence in the Indian Ocean
China’s military presence in the Indian Ocean has increased considerably over the last five years, almost
certainly reflecting China’s desire to improve its ability to protect sea routes vital to its economic
development. Over 80 percent of China’s crude oil imports travel through the Indian Ocean. 19
.
• Since January 2009, the PLA Navy has sustained counterpiracy operations in the Gulf of Aden,
which is located in the western portion of the Indian Ocean, to protect Chinese commercial shipping
interests. The inaugural counterpiracy patrol was China’s first operational deployment of naval
forces outside China’s regional waters, aside from naval diplomacy. 20
•

In 2012, the PLA Navy for the first time began deploying maritime intelligence collection ships to
the Indian Ocean. 21 These ships likely have equipment enabling them to collect signals and
electronic intelligence and to map the ocean floor, 22 suggesting the PLA Navy may be building the
foundation for more routine naval operations in the region in the near term.

•

In early 2014, a PLA Navy surface task group conducted a long-distance combat readiness patrol
that spanned the South China Sea, eastern Indian Ocean, and Philippine Sea. The deployment
marked the first time the PLA Navy conducted a surface combat readiness patrol in the Indian
Ocean.23 Furthermore, from December 2013 to February 2014, a PLA Navy submarine carried out
China’s first submarine patrol in the Indian Ocean. 24 Although China reportedly told Indian
military officials the submarine would be supporting the PLA Navy’s ongoing counterpiracy
operations in the Gulf of Aden, 25 China also likely used the deployment to test the submarine and
its crew’s ability to operate for long durations at extended distances from China and to prepare for
potential crises and wartime operations in the Indian Ocean. Since then, at least one and potentially
two additional PLA Navy submarines have deployed to the Indian Ocean, indicating Chinese
submarine patrols in the region are becoming routine. 26

In recent years, China has played a large role in financing and constructing civilian port infrastructure in
the Indian Ocean, including the Ports of Colombo and Hambantota in Sri Lanka, 27 and Gwadar Port in
Pakistan. 28 Furthermore, PLA Navy counterpiracy task groups have made port calls in at least 12 regional
countries for resupply and replenishment and military-to-military engagements. 29 Chinese investments in
commercial ports in the Indian Ocean and Chinese naval diplomacy with countries in the region probably
will improve the PLA Navy’s ability to replenish supplies and fuel using regional ports, and could lay the
groundwork for future logistics hubs in the Indian Ocean.
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New Delhi is concerned China’s growing military activity and investment in and around the Indian Ocean
are designed to encircle India and challenge India’s goal of being the primary security guarantor in the
Indian Ocean. 30 These are among the factors driving India’s ambitious naval modernization program.
•

Over the next decade, the Indian Navy plans to expand its power projection capabilities with
additional aircraft carriers, major surface combatants, diesel and nuclear-powered submarines,
amphibious ships, fighter aircraft, helicopters, and long-range surveillance aircraft (see Table 1 for
a full list). 31 In particular, India seeks to strengthen its nuclear deterrent force, and to enhance the
Indian Navy’s capability to conduct expeditionary operations, secure important sea lanes in the
Indian Ocean, and control maritime choke points. 32

•

In 2014, India’s major annual naval exercise, TROPEX (Theater Level Operational
Readiness Exercise), featured India’s new indigenous military surveillance and communications
satellite as well as its P-8I maritime patrol aircraft, recently acquired from the United States. 33

Table 1: India’s Planned Major Air and Naval Acquisitions, 2015-2025
Platform
Destroyers
Frigates
Diesel Submarines
Nuclear Submarines
Aircraft Carriers
Amphibious Ships
Maritime Patrol Aircraft
Helicopters
Fighter Aircraft
Fighter/Ground Attack Aircraft
Transport Aircraft

Approximate Number
2 KOLKATA-class guided-missile destroyers (being built
indigenously) 34
7 stealth frigates (being built indigenously) 35
6 SCORPENE-class submarines
(license acquired from France; being built in India) 36
3 ARIHANT-class submarines (being built indigenously); 37
2 AMUR-class submarines (to be acquired from Russia) 38
1 VIKRANT-class carrier (being built indigenously) 39
4 landing platform docks
(contract has not yet been awarded) 40
2 P-8I POSEIDON maritime patrol aircraft
(to be acquired from the United States) 41
16 S-70B SEAHAWK multi-role helicopters
(to be acquired from the United States) 42
126 RAFALE medium multirole combat aircraft
(to be acquired from France) 43
42 Su-30MKI FLANKER fighter aircraft
(being jointly developed by India and Russia) 44
6 C-130J-30 HERCULES transport aircraft
(to be acquired from the United States); 45
5 C-17A GLOBEMASTER transport aircraft
(to be acquired from the United States) 46

Sources: Jane’s IHS, Defense News, The Indian Express, NDTV (India), India Strategic, IBNLive (India), Business
World (India), Reuters, Aviation Week, and The Boeing Company.
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Strong China-Pakistan Security Alignment
Due to India’s bitter rivalry with Pakistan, China’s friendly relations with Pakistan are a source of tension
between China and India. China and Pakistan have enjoyed amicable relations since establishing diplomatic
ties in 1951. 47 Chinese and Pakistani officials often describe the bilateral relationship in exceedingly
positive terms: “sweeter than honey,” “deeper than oceans,” and “all-weather friend.” 48 Among other
objectives, the bilateral relationship serves each country as a means of strategic and military balancing
against India. 49 In addition, China’s trade and investment ties with Pakistan have been expanding since the
late 1990s, with Chinese companies investing in Pakistan’s transportation and energy-related
infrastructure. 50 China’s strong ties with Pakistan affirm the fears of some Indians that China is attempting
to encircle India. India is especially concerned about China’s support for Pakistan’s military through arms
sales and technology transfers.
•

China is the top exporter of arms to Pakistan. According to the Stockholm International Peace
Research Institute (SIPRI), between 2004 and 2013, Pakistan received $4.1 billion in deliveries
of Chinese arms, exceeding the $2.7 billion in U.S. arms deliveries during that period. 51 Among
the platforms and weapon systems Pakistan procured from China are airborne early warning and
control aircraft and missiles and bombs for the JF-17 combat aircraft. Pakistan also acquired
Chinese JIANGWEI-class frigates and ship borne surface-to-air and antiship missiles. 52 All of
these platforms and weapon systems could be used to challenge the Indian Navy and Air Force in
a potential India-Pakistan conflict. China and Pakistan also have been negotiating the sale of six
Chinese submarines. 53 If the deal is realized and the submarines are armed with antiship cruise
missiles, the submarines would significantly enhance the Pakistan Navy’s ability to hold Indian
surface ships at risk.

•

China-Pakistan defense-industrial cooperation has supported the development of Pakistan’s
combat aircraft. The Pakistan Air Force has over 30 JF-17 aircraft, which the two countries jointly
developed, and it plans to procure more than 150 in total. 54 China and Pakistan also are developing
a variant with improved avionics and weapon systems. Pakistan intends for the JF-17 to replace
its aging fleet of fighter aircraft. 55

•

China appears to have played a critical role in Pakistan’s acquisition of nuclear weapons and
ballistic missiles. 56 Beginning in the 1970s, China is reported to have provided Pakistan with
support for its nuclear weapons program, including nuclear weapon blueprints, weapons-grade
uranium, and various components for the production of a nuclear weapon.57 In the 1990s, China
is reported to also have assisted Pakistan with the development of its Shaheen I short-range
ballistic missiles and its Shaheen II medium-range ballistic missiles. 58 These capabilities
fundamentally changed the India-Pakistan security relationship, because they provided Pakistan
with a deterrent against invasion by the more militarily powerful India.

•

China and Pakistan reached a deal in 2013 for China to build two more civil nuclear power plants
in Pakistan, which would supplement the two plants that China has already built. The Chinese
government argues the deal would not violate its international nonproliferation obligations, but
the U.S. and Indian governments have raised concerns about expanded China-Pakistan civil
nuclear cooperation. 59
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Tibet
Tibet has been a key factor in China-India relations since China’s occupation of Tibet in the early 1950s.
In March 1959, the 14th Dalai Lama, Tibet’s political and spiritual leader, fled to India to avoid the Chinese
government’s crackdown on a popular armed revolt against Chinese rule in Lhasa, the capital of Tibet.
Following the revolt, China established complete military and political control over Tibet. 60 The Dalai
Lama established the Central Tibetan Administration, which is commonly referred to as the Tibetan
government-in-exile, in Dharamsala, India. The organization’s stated goals are “rehabilitating Tibetan
refugees and restoring freedom and happiness in Tibet.” 61
The Dalai Lama’s presence in India creates tensions in China-India relations.
•

Insecure about its control over Tibet, China fears India will use the presence of the Dalai Lama and
the large Tibetan refugee population in India to foment unrest in Tibet. China asserts the area it
claims in Arunachal Pradesh is part of Tibet. 62

•

The succession of the 79-year old Dalai Lama has the potential to complicate China-India relations.
The Dalai Lama has said he might nominate his successor and that he might not even have a
successor. The Chinese government, however, holds that only Beijing has the power to select the
Dalai Lama. 63

Another reason Tibet plays an important role in China-India relations is that the Brahmaputra River, one of
India’s major rivers, begins in the TAR. To generate electricity, China is constructing dams on the river
and India plans to do so as well. 64 In November 2014, the first Chinese hydropower dam on the river, one
of four the Chinese government plans to build, began partial operation. New Delhi and Beijing have
discussed these projects and the Chinese government has stated the dams will not affect downstream areas,
but if the dams lead to worsened flooding or lessened water availability in India, this issue could become a
major source of tension in bilateral relations. 65

India’s Trade Imbalance with China
India’s trade imbalance with China is another area of friction in the bilateral relationship. Indian officials
have raised this issue with their Chinese counterparts, including the two meetings between Prime Minister
Modi and President Xi since Prime Minister Modi’s election. 66 India’s customs data for fiscal year 2014
(March 2013 to March 2014) show India traded $65.9 billion worth of goods with China, up from $7 billion
in fiscal year 2004. Although India’s goods exports to China have increased modestly, China still accounts
for a larger share of India’s imports than its exports. This past year, China contributed one-quarter of India’s
$138.6 billion trade deficit with the world (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: India’s Goods Trade with the World and the Share of China and the United States
(US$ billions; share, %)
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Sources: Reserve Bank of India and India’s Ministry of Commerce and Industry, via CEIC.
Note: Years based on Indian fiscal years, which run from March to March. For example, “2014” denotes March 2013 to
March 2014.

To some extent, this trade imbalance is the result of market dynamics. A substantial share of India’s imports
from China is composed of intermediate inputs used by Indian industry. Between fiscal years 2004 and
2014, India’s total chemical imports rose from $4.4 billion to $21.8 billion. During that period, China’s
share of those chemical imports increased by 17 percentage points, to 45.6 percent. India uses organic
chemicals in its export-oriented pharmaceutical industry, which ships increasingly to the U.S. market. 67
Moreover, India is keen to expand labor-intensive manufacturing to promote urbanization and take
advantage of its large labor endowment, whereas China is shifting to capital-intensive production.
Despite these factors, the overall composition of bilateral trade seems harmful to India. India’s shipments
to China consist primarily of raw materials that do little to spur manufacturing activity and technological
innovation in the Indian economy. This trend contrasts with China’s industrial manufacturing exports to
India. India has seen a large rise in its cotton, copper, mineral fuel, and ore shipments to China (see Table
2). In fiscal year 2014, these product lines accounted for 55.8 percent of Indian exports to China and only
25.3 percent of Indian exports to the world.68 Such products are particularly susceptible to price fluctuations
and foreign trade policies. For example, China’s decision to reduce cotton stockpiling earlier this year led
to a sharp decline in China’s purchases of Indian cotton. *
*China’s

imports of cotton have increased substantially in recent years. Mark D. Lange, president and CEO of the National Cotton
Council, has told the Commission that this is the result of China’s procurement policies. In calendar years 2010 and 2011, world
cotton prices went through a period of strengthening and volatility, and China saw its total year-end cotton stocks fall to the lowest
level in 20 years. Responding to concerns about reserves, in September 2011, China initiated a policy of purchasing cotton into its
national reserves, paying 40 to 50 cents above world prices in order to support domestic growers. This policy significantly distorted
the world cotton markets. Cotton has become so expensive in China that the yarn industry is finding it economical to import from
abroad in excess of China’s WTO tariff-rate quota, even though this means paying high import tariffs. In April 2014, however,
China suddenly indicated that it would abandon its cotton stockpiling program because it was becoming too costly to sustain. U.S.China Economic and Security Review Commission, Hearing on China’s Agriculture Policy and U.S. Access to China’s Market,
testimony of Mark Lange, April 25, 2013; Meenakshi Sharma, “India’s Cotton Exports Hit as China Shifts Policy,” Reuters, April
17, 2014. http://in.reuters.com/article/2014/04/17/india-cotton-exports-idINL4N0MP2MK20140417.
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In parallel, India’s imports of Chinese machinery, nuclear reactors, and vehicles have all increased (see
Table 2). According to Nasscom, the industry body that represents India’s information technology (IT)
industry, India exported $75.8 billion worth of IT products in fiscal year 2013, but almost none of these
went to China. Nasscom has claimed that China only allows its own companies to operate in the IT sector,
as “state-owned enterprises have restrictive conditions on who they work with.” 69

Table 2: Composition of India’s Trade with China
1999
Total Exports to China (US$ millions)
427
Total Imports from China (US$ millions)
1,097
Percentage of Exports to China
Cotton
9.8%
Copper and Articles thereof
0.0%
Ores, Slag, and Ash
26.1%
Mineral Fuels and Mineral Oils
0.0%
Organic Chemicals
11.0%
Salt, Sulphur, Earth and Stones, and Plastering Material
3.8%
Plastic and Articles
0.3%
Nuclear Reactors, Boilers, and Machinery
2.0%
Aircraft, Spacecraft and Parts
0.0%
Iron and Steel
1.6%
Electrical Machinery, Equipment, and Parts
1.1%
All other (< 2% share)
44.4%
Percentage of Imports from China
Electrical Machinery, Equipment, and Parts
10.0%
Nuclear Reactors, Boilers, and Machinery
11.3%
Organic Chemicals
21.2%
Project Goods
4.9%
Fertilizers
0.3%
Plastic and Articles
1.1%
Articles of Iron or Steel
1.0%
Optical, Photographic, and Cinematographic Measuring
1.4%
Vehicles excl. Railway, Rolling Stock, and Parts
0.2%
Iron and Steel
1.9%
All other (< 2% share)
46.6%

2004
2,955
4,053

2009
9,353
32,497

2014
14,824
51,034

3.6%
1.2%
29.3%
2.5%
7.5%
3.0%
9.0%
2.3%
0.0%
20.4%
1.0%
20.0%

4.2%
1.3%
51.5%
1.2%
4.3%
3.0%
1.6%
2.5%
0.0%
3.9%
1.2%
25.4%

25.9%
12.4%
10.6%
6.9%
6.2%
4.6%
3.8%
3.3%
2.8%
2.2%
2.0%
19.4%

29.2%
12.2%
15.9%
0.1%
0.3%
1.4%
1.1%
1.6%
0.2%
0.5%
37.6%

30.8%
17.0%
8.7%
3.7%
2.8%
1.6%
3.2%
1.8%
1.3%
5.3%
23.9%

27.9%
18.5%
10.6%
4.2%
3.8%
2.6%
2.4%
2.0%
1.9%
1.9%
24.2%

Source: India’s Ministry of Commerce and Industry, via CEIC.
Note: Years based on Indian fiscal years, which run from March to March. For example, “2014” denotes March 2013 to
March 2014.

Differences in the two economies point to some of the roots of the bilateral trade deficit. India maintains a
large trade deficit with the world, amounting to seven percent of gross domestic product (GDP) in 2012
(see Figure 3). In contrast, China maintains a substantial surplus in its global trade. Although China has
agreed to lower import tariffs under the WTO, its domestic producers derive competitive advantages from
a litany of non-tariff barriers, including state influence over the financial sector; taxes that promote exports
and discourage imports; price controls on energy; laws that restrict collective bargaining; and policies that
unfairly advantage state-backed enterprises over private and foreign companies.
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Figure 3: Breakdown of China and India’s GDP, 1990 vs. 2012
(share, %)
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Strict capital and currency controls have allowed the People’s Bank of China to accumulate nearly $4
trillion in foreign reserves. 70 India, in contrast, suffers from external debts that are not fully covered by its
foreign reserves. The Central Bank of India’s more liberal monetary policy exposes the country’s businesses
to external market forces, such as currency fluctuation and changes in lending rates. Strong credit growth
has allowed China to invest more heavily than India in infrastructure, including transport logistics.
According to the World Bank, exporting a container of goods from China in 2012 cost $580, about half the
cost of shipping the same container of goods from India. 71 China is also better connected to global shipping
networks. * Moreover, comparative data from the World Economic Forum’s Global Trade Enabling Report
2014 show Chinese exporters have easier access to trade finance than their counterparts in India. 72
In general, China’s economy is also larger and more competitive than India’s. Thirty years ago, the two
countries’ economies were approximately equal in size; in 2012, China’s GDP was over three times greater
than India’s. 73 Since their populations are roughly equivalent, China’s per capita income has also outgrown
India’s by a long margin, providing households with more wealth to spend. Moreover, greater market size
has allowed China to attract more business activity from foreign companies. China’s foreign direct
investment (FDI) inflows in 2012 were 11 times higher than India’s, allowing it to tap into international
expertise, technology, and capital. † Due to its onerous regulatory regime, India ranks just 142nd in the
World Bank’s “Ease of Doing Business” index, fifty-two spots behind China 74 Although Chinese
manufacturers lack competitiveness in higher-margin and innovative industries, they have benefited from
economies of scale, a large and increasingly skilled labor pool, and the clustering of supply chains. Even in
services, where India is generally competitive, China generated greater export revenue in 2012. 75
*

This assessment is based on the Liner Shipping Connectivity Index, which is derived from five indicators in the maritime transport
sector: number of ships, their container-carrying capacity, maximum vessel size, number of services, and number of companies
that deploy container ships in a country's ports. In 2012, China scored 144 on the index; India scored only 41. The average for all
countries is 100. Data from World Bank Development Indicators.
† In 2012, China’s primary income on FDI (in current U.S. dollars) was $187.5 billion; India’s was $16.4 billion. Data from
World Bank Development Indicators.
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Going forward, however, development trends in the two countries could lead to India’s increased
competiveness in the bilateral relationship:
•

China’s high rates of investment have crowded out household consumption as the main source
of economic activity (see Figure 3). Years of capital-intensive growth have precipitated
imbalances, resulting in resource waste, excess capacity, and asset bubbles. Although China is
a net creditor to the world, the credit in its domestic economy—much of it in opaque “shadow
banking” instruments—has become a serious risk. Although India’s economic structure is not
optimal either, it is less skewed toward credit-driven investment.

•

With regard to demographics, China is aging quickly; by 2040, one in four Chinese will be
over age 65—a total of 300 million people. 76 China’s median age is 35.7, nine years older than
India’s. 77 While China’s One-Child Policy has inverted its age pyramid, India is ushering in a
young generation of workers. A young workforce can adapt quickly to a changing economy,
raise India’s competitiveness in labor-intensive industries, and increase the ratio of workers to
dependents.

•

India is superior to China in terms of its energy efficiency and resource endowments. In 2012,
it generated about $7.70 of GDP per kilogram of oil equivalent; China’s economy managed
just $4.90. * China applies four times more fertilizer per hectare of arable land than India,
compounding the environmental damage to increasingly scarce arable land. 78

•

Concerns about rule of law, availability of information, and regime stability make China a
potentially more volatile and inhospitable economic environment than India. India shares
problems with China, such as bureaucratic inefficiency, corruption, and violations of
intellectual property, but, over time, India’s clear separation of powers, constitutional rights,
and electoral process could make it an attractive alternative for foreign businesses in
comparison to China's authoritarian model.

Areas of Cooperation
Despite the tension in China-India relations, the two countries seek to cooperate on a variety of issues.
Bilateral and multilateral cooperation helps to soften the effects of the areas of tension on China-India
relations. 79
While visiting India in May 2013, Chinese premier Li Keqiang said, “Both [then prime minister Manmohan
Singh] and I believe there are far more interests than differences between our two sides. We need to confront
issues with a broad mind, and tackle them in a mature way.” 80 In September 2014, on the first day of
President Xi’s trip to India, The Hindu published an op-ed by President Xi in which he wrote:
“The combination of the world’s factory and the world’s back office will produce the most
competitive production base … We need to connect our development strategies more closely and
jointly pursue our common dream of national strength and prosperity … I look forward to an indepth exchange of views with Indian leaders on our bilateral relations during the visit, and to
injecting new vitality to our strategic and cooperative partnership for peace and prosperity.” 81

*

Measured in constant 2011 purchasing power parity. Data from World Bank Development Indicators.
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During President Xi’s visit, Prime Minister Modi also expressed his hopes for the relationship. He said, “In
the last two days, in Ahmedabad and Delhi we talked about all aspects of India-China relations. We have
decided to increase cooperation on every possible front.” 82
One area of developing bilateral cooperation is stability in Afghanistan. Afghanistan was a topic of
discussion between the two heads of state during President Xi’s visit, building upon a formal dialogue
mechanism regarding Afghanistan that China and India established in April 2013. 83 With India’s upcoming
accession to the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), New Delhi and Beijing will be discussing
Afghanistan in this forum as well. The SCO, which currently includes China, Russia, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan as permanent members, focuses on security and economic
cooperation and is concerned about the stability of nearby Afghanistan.
China and India also have been cooperating on climate change issues, building on a bilateral memorandum
of understanding signed in 2009. In their joint statement in September 2014 President Xi and Prime Minister
Modi recognized the need to “achieve a balanced, comprehensive and equitable agreement under the UN
Framework Convention on Climate Change in 2015.” 84 They also agreed to create a joint working group
for climate change policy coordination. 85 It is unclear how, if at all, the climate change agreement reached
between China and the United States in November 2014 will impact China-India cooperation on this issue.
Moreover, bilateral trade has grown exponentially over the last decade, and both sides hope to strengthen
the economic relationship. Initiatives for economic cooperation featured prominently during the Modi-Xi
summit in September 2014. Two of the most important agreements involved Chinese investment in India,
an effort by China to respond to India’s concerns about imbalances in the trade relationship. China pledged
to invest $20 billion in two industrial parks in the western states of Gujarat and Maharashtra. 86 The two
sides also concluded a cooperation agreement on railway development in India. As part of the agreement,
Chinese companies will help India modernize its rail system by improving the capacity of rail tracks to
support increased train speeds. 87 This plan effectively involves India in China’s far-reaching effort to
expand and modernize rail networks domestically and abroad.
New Delhi has become more receptive to Chinese FDI into India, provided it contributes value to priority
sectors, such as infrastructure. Keen to generate higher returns on its dollar reserves, China has become an
aggressive outbound investor in recent years. Yet, according to India’s Department of Industrial Policy and
Promotion, China sent just $68 million worth of FDI to India in 2013, accounting for 0.3 percent of India’s
total FDI inflows. Additional Chinese capital may be entering via Mauritius, Singapore, and Hong Kong—
offshore financial centers that have fewer capital controls than mainland China. But it is safe to say China
ranks well behind India’s top foreign investors, including Japan (6.4 percent) and the United States (3.5
percent). 88* Weaknesses in Indian infrastructure, coupled with China’s capacity for outbound investment,
make this an area with great potential for bilateral cooperation.
Other key economic and trade-related outcomes of the Modi-Xi summit included plans to strengthen
economic dialogue mechanisms and tentative agreements to increase market integration and regulatory
coherence.
•

The two sides agreed to strengthen the China-India Strategic Economic Dialogue, which convenes
high-level officials to coordinate overall economic policy. The Strategic Economic Dialogue’s
future emphasis will be on “crosscutting fields” that combine economic cooperation with
infrastructure development and resource sustainability. China and India also agreed to hold several
other meetings among relevant economic agencies, including (1) the seventh meeting of the India-

* China’s FDI inflows are difficult to disaggregate, as 62 percent of inflows originate in Hong Kong. China’s Ministry of
Commerce states that India accounted for 0.2 percent of “FDI utilized” in China last year. Source: China’s Ministry of
Commerce, via CEIC.
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China Financial Dialogue, a bilateral forum to enhance financial regulatory cooperation; and (2) a
new dialogue between India’s Department of Economic Affairs and the Development Research
Center of China’s State Council to study joint challenges in managing economic rebalancing. In
addition, the two sides agreed to further strive to implement the outcomes from the first meeting of
a joint study group on the Bangladesh-China-India-Myanmar Economic Corridor, an initiative to
enhance infrastructure links, economic and environmental cooperation, and people-to-people
contact between the four countries. 89
•

With respect to enforceable outcomes, the summit rendered fewer results. As part of the IndiaChina Financial Dialogue, India agreed “in principle” to allow the Bank of China to open a branch
in Mumbai. The two countries also agreed to jointly develop energy-efficient “smart cities,”
without articulating any specifics. They stated they would cooperate on food and drug issues,
particularly registration of pharmaceutical products and speedier phytosanitary negotiations on
agricultural goods for two-way trade. Finally, China stated its “willingness” to relax its quota
system on imported films to allow more imports of Indian productions, a preliminary step that could
pave the way for an increase in bilateral services trade. 90

In addition to bilateral cooperation, China and India are working together in multilateral forums. At this
year’s BRICS summit, the five member countries agreed to establish a development bank which is seen as
a potential competitor to the World Bank. Another potential avenue of cooperation is the Asian
Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), which could come to rival the Asian Development Bank as a source
of funding for Asian infrastructure projects. The AIIB’s members signed a memorandum on the creation of
the bank in October 2014. U.S. allies Australia, Japan, and South Korea did not join, but India was among
the signatories. China is expected to be the largest contributor of funding and the largest shareholder in both
of these banks, so it remains to be seen how influential India can be in shaping their agendas. 91 In August
2014, officials from China and India also met with counterparts from Brazil and South Africa to discuss
climate change policy, one of several meetings the four countries have held on the topic since 2009. 92
Furthermore, Chinese, Indian, and Russian officials have been meeting to discuss stability in Afghanistan. 93

Energy Competition and Cooperation in China-India Relations
As emerging economies, China and India strive to meet their rising energy needs while also reducing the
environmental damage caused by fossil fuel consumption. These efforts lead to competition as well as
cooperation.
China and India are among the world’s top five oil consumers and fastest-growing oil and gas importers.
They are beginning to shape energy price trends, which historically have been determined by advanced
economies. 94 Although China imports a larger volume of oil, India is more import-reliant (see Table 3).
The two countries also are importing increasing volumes of liquefied natural gas (LNG). Some experts
predict that as India industrializes and urbanizes, its oil and gas imports will grow at a faster rate than
China’s. China is undergoing a structural shift away from industry and its economic growth has slowed.
China may also increase offshore oil and onshore shale gas production, a policy priority outlined in the
government’s recent Energy Development Strategy Action Plan for 2014-2020. 95
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Table 3: Oil and Gas Consumption in the United States and Major Asian Countries, 2012

United States
China
India
Japan
Korea

Oil consumption
Gas consumption
Net
Net
import Share of import Share of
reliance
world reliance
world
39.9%
20.7%
12.3%
21.4%
55.7%
11.1%
28.4%
4.3%
71.3%
3.9%
29.0%
1.7%
97.1%
5.3%
93.0%
3.9%
97.4%
2.6%
95.7%
1.5%

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration.

Meanwhile, Chinese and Indian national oil companies are competing for equity oil investment overseas.
For example, the exit of Western oil majors from Venezuela following “re-nationalization” policies in 2006
presented an opportunity for Indian and Chinese companies to step in. Indian companies have secured two
exploration projects and have also signed contracts to purchase oil through Venezuela for Indian refineries.
China has been more aggressive, combining exploration rights, heavy investment in energy infrastructure,
and $50 billion worth of energy-backed loans to Venezuela’s government. 96 Elsewhere in Latin America,
Indian and Chinese companies are also competing in Brazil, the site of the world’s largest offshore oil
discoveries. Indian company Oil and Natural Gas Company Ltd. (ONGC) joined Shell in 2013 to preempt
the purchase of a 35-percent stake in a Brazilian offshore oil field by Sinochem, China’s largest chemical
producer. 97 According to Indian media reports, “An earlier attempt by ONGC to buy ConocoPhillips' 8.4
percent stake in Kazakhstan's Kashagan offshore oil field was scuttled by China, with the Kazakhstan
government exercising its rights to buy the shares on offer. It was later sold off to China.” 98
As part of its “new silk road” * strategy, the Obama Administration has advocated a TurkmenistanAfghanistan-Pakistan-India pipeline network. The project, if completed, could help India diversify its
energy mix by providing an alternative to increasingly expensive seaborne LNG imports. The pipeline also
could diversify the destinations for Turkmenistan’s gas exports beyond China and Russia to include India.
However, there is now little confidence the project can materialize. One challenge is the lack of mutual
trust among the four countries involved. Private investors also find Afghanistan too politically unstable to
serve as a gas transit hub. European governments, seeking an alternative to Russian supply, may also oppose
the pipeline if it means Europe has less access to future supplies of Turkmen gas. 99
China and India face similar energy dilemmas. They each have abundant coal reserves, but this fuel source
can have a devastating impact on public health and the environment. † Both countries are in the process of
*

According to the U.S. Department of State, “The New Silk Road initiative was first envisioned in 2011 as a means for Afghanistan
to integrate further into the region by resuming traditional trading routes and reconstructing significant infrastructure links broken
by decades of conflict.” The initiative comprises regional energy market integration (especially electricity grid infrastructure), trade
and transport (e.g., WTO accession for Afghanistan and Kazakhstan, rehabilitation of roads), customs and border operations (to
make customs procedures more efficient but also better able to prevent the transit of weapons, drugs, and human trafficking), and
exchange programs for businesses and people (e.g., Central Asia-Afghanistan Women’s Economic Symposium). U.S. Department
of State, “U.S. Support for the New Silk Road.” http://www.state.gov/p/sca/ci/af/newsilkroad/.
†
Compounding the reliance on thermal energy is the low quality of coal in China and India. China ranks third in global reserves
of subbituminous coal, while high-ash bituminous coals are particularly prevalent in India. International Energy Agency Clean
Coal Center, “Profiles: Global Perspective on the Use of Low Quality Coals,” No. 11/2 (Paris, France: International Energy
Agency, April 2011). http://www.iea-coal.org.uk/documents/82615/7953/Global-perspective-on-the-use-of-low-quality-coalsCCC/180.
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pursuing other sources of clean and renewable energy. For example, in the wind energy sector, Chinese
turbine maker Goldwind Science & Technology Co. Ltd. and Indian turbine maker Suzlon Energy Ltd. are
competing with leading Western companies such as General Electric. In addition, China’s second-largest
manufacturer of wind turbines, Ming Yang Wind Power Group Ltd., is aggressively expanding into the
Indian market. 100
At the Modi-Xi Summit, the two sides agreed to carry out bilateral cooperation in civil nuclear energy,
including holding working level consultations between the Department of Atomic Energy of India and the
China Atomic Energy Authority. 101 Since the 2011 Fukushima Daichi nuclear disaster in Japan, there have
been concerns about the safety of nuclear energy, but Beijing and New Delhi appear determined to build
new nuclear power stations nonetheless.

Implications and Opportunities for the United States
The election of Prime Minister Modi, India’s evolving strategic calculations, and the growing Indian
economy and role in global energy markets have important implications for U.S. security and economic
interests and may present opportunities for greater U.S.-India cooperation.
Prime Minister Modi has shown support for the U.S.-India Defense Trade and Technology Initiative
(DTTI), an initiative that supports efforts for defense technology co-development and co-production,
priorities for India as it seeks to build its indigenous defense industry. The two sides held the initiative’s
first meeting in September 2014. Subsequently, the joint statement of Prime Minister Modi and President
Obama during Prime Minister Modi’s visit to the United States in September endorsed the DTTI’s creation
of a new task force to decide the technologies and projects for which the United States and India will engage
in co-development and co-production.102
Furthermore, the Modi Administration’s proposed increase in defense spending, due in part to China’s
military modernization, could be a boon for the U.S. defense industry as India seeks to upgrade its military
systems and platforms, acquire new capabilities, and strengthen its relationship with the United States. 103
Nevertheless, U.S. defense firms will continue to face two primary challenges in India: (1) a complex
defense procurement bureaucracy; and (2) a highly competitive market due to India’s existing relationships
with other foreign arms suppliers, particularly Russia, France, and Israel.
•

According to S. Amer Latif, former director for South Asian affairs in the Office of South and
Southeast Asian Affairs in the U.S. Office of the Undersecretary of Defense for Policy: “The
challenge for Americans is getting an element of predictability on when decisions will be made [by
the Indian government] to be able to do long-range business planning. The lack of transparency on
how and when decisions will be made on defense deals constitutes a major concern for U.S. firms
seeking to project costs for bidding on tenders.” 104 Other problems with the Indian defense
procurement bureaucracy include the insufficient number of defense procurement officials, the high
turnover and low level of defense acquisition experience among these officials, and centralized
decision-making that slows the procurement process. 105

•

India imports the vast majority of its defense equipment from Russia. Of the $25 billion in defense
equipment delivered to India between 2004 and 2013, Russian products accounted for a 74 percent
share, according to SIPRI. 106 In contrast, deliveries of U.S. products made up only six percent of
India’s imports of defense equipment during that time. 107 However, India has signed major deals
with U.S. defense companies in recent years, including deals for six C-130J transport aircraft, 10
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C-17A transport aircraft, and eight P-8I maritime patrol aircraft. 108 Going forward, India may
procure U.S.-made heavy lift and attack helicopters. 109
The Modi Administration has also raised the cap on FDI in the defense sector from 26 percent to 49 percent.
However, because foreign investors in India’s defense sector will still lack a controlling share of their
investments, the positive effects of this policy for U.S. defense companies will be limited. 110
India probably would support more robust bilateral training a n d security activities w i t h t h e
U n i t e d S t a t e s i n a r e a s s u c h a s humanitarian assistance and disaster relief, search and rescue,
noncombatant evacuation, maritime reconnaissance patrol, counterterrorism, counterpiracy, and
counterproliferation. 111 Moreover, while the U.S. Army, Navy, and Air Force conduct training and
exchanges with their Indian counterparts, there are no institutionalized strategic dialogue mechanisms
between them. India may be open to establishing such a mechanism to facilitate broader cooperation and
collaboration in areas of mutual interest such as counterinsurgency, stability in Afghanistan, and Chinese
military developments. 112
Despite the potential for enhanced military and security activities, India likely will continue to balance its
desire to partner with the United States with its longstanding goal of “strategic autonomy” and its concern
that closer U.S.-India ties could antagonize China and upset India-China relations. 113 Furthermore, concerns
about the United States’ reliability and memories of U.S. sanctions on India after its nuclear tests in the late
1990s hamper Indian officials’ trust in the United States. Some Indian officials are also concerned a stronger
U.S.-India security relationship would be unequal, with India playing the role of a junior partner. 114
India’s growing perception of China as a threat is driving New Delhi to strengthen military ties with some
U.S. allies and associates in the Asia Pacific region, * including Australia, Japan, South Korea, and Vietnam.
India also may be motivated to develop closer security relations with other countries in the region to hedge
against a potential decline in U.S. military and economic influence and to avoid being overly dependent on
Washington for its regional security needs.
•

In the past decade, India has significantly expanded its defense partnerships with countries in the
Asia Pacific region, primarily through increased participation in bilateral and multilateral military
exercises. After signing an upgraded Defense Cooperation Agreement in 2003, India and Singapore
have held regular joint military exercises. 115 India and Japan began conducting bilateral exercises
in 2012 and Japan joined the U.S.-India Malabar exercise in 2009, 2011, and 2014. 116 India and
Australia are planning their first bilateral maritime exercise in 2015. Additionally, India has taken
a leading role in training Southeast Asian navies, particularly those of Burma and Vietnam. 117

•

India is increasing its defense equipment cooperation with other countries in the Asia Pacific
region. In October 2014, India agreed to sell maritime patrol ships to Vietnam and the two countries
are discussing a possible sale of India’s BrahMos cruise missile. 118 A year prior, India’s Ministry
of Defense approved a contract to purchase eight minesweeper ships from Kangnam, a South
Korean company. 119 Moreover, the governments of India and Japan are discussing the potential
transfer of Japanese US-2 amphibious aircraft to India. 120

Incrementally expanding security cooperation between India and U.S. allies and associates in the region
could further promote U.S. security objectives and augment the U.S. rebalance to the Asia Pacific region.

* U.S. treaty allies in the Asia Pacific region are Australia, Japan, the Philippines, South Korea, and Thailand. Established and
emerging U.S. security associates are India, Indonesia, Malaysia, New Zealand, Singapore, Taiwan, and Vietnam.
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•

Such cooperation has the potential to strengthen Indian military capabilities while allowing India
to avoid being tied too closely to the United States, one of India’s priorities and a factor that limits
U.S.-India defense cooperation.

•

Increased military exercises among U.S. regional allies and associates could improve each
country’s ability and willingness to contribute to multilateral military activities such as
humanitarian assistance and disaster relief. For the U.S. military, humanitarian assistance and
disaster relief is one of its most important missions in the Asia Pacific region. In testimony to
Congress, Admiral Samuel Locklear, Commander of U.S. Pacific Command, said, “The Indo-AsiaPacific region is the world’s most disaster-prone with 80 percent of all natural disaster occurrences.
It contends with more super-typhoons, cyclones, tsunamis, earthquakes, and floods than any other
region.”121

•

Acquisition of and training on some common weapon systems and platforms could increase
interoperability between India and U.S. allies and associates—as well as between India and the
U.S. military. 122 India’s training with close U.S. allies such as Australia, Japan, and South Korea
also could help to reinforce the use of (or at least familiarity with) U.S.-compatible tactics,
techniques, and procedures. Developing interoperability with U.S. allies and associates may be less
sensitive for the Indian government and military than doing so with the United States. 123

•

Improved military capabilities and security cooperation among U.S. allies and associates could help
each country better respond to Chinese military activities and address capability shortcomings or
vulnerabilities. These advances also could cause Beijing to more closely consider the costs of
launching a military operation against any one of them. 124

Finally, in the economic realm, through cooperation with India, the United States has an opportunity to
promote a greater balance of economic power in the Asia Pacific region, encourage greater market access
in China, promote China’s compliance with its WTO obligations, and contribute to global energy security.

*

•

The United States is a growing destination for Indian goods and services exports, and India has
used these exports to reduce its trade deficit with the world. The United States could develop this
commercial relationship by engaging with India more directly in other areas, such as research
cooperation, bilateral investment, and financial sector integration. Efforts by the United States to
support India’s economic growth could lead to a more balanced distribution of economic power in
the Asia Pacific region.

•

The United States and India have a common interest in improving market access and WTO
compliance in China. Both countries are pursuing these goals in their bilateral relations with China
through various dialogue mechanisms such as the U.S.-China Joint Commission on Commerce and
Trade and the China-India Strategic Economic Dialogue.

•

The United States and India also have cooperated in the WTO to address these challenges. In July
2012, India, along with seven other WTO members, acted as a third-party complainant in the United
States’ complaint against China’s antidumping and countervailing duties on U.S. automobile
exports. In December 2012 and June 2013, India and the United States acted as third-party
complainants in Japan and the European Union’s complaints against China’s anti-dumping duties
on high-performance stainless steel seamless tubes. * More such coordination could be beneficial to

The cases referenced are DS440, DS454, and DS460.
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Washington and New Delhi, since the joint actions of large economies can reduce China’s leverage
in the WTO.
•

The gradual shift of global oil consumption from the United States to Asia will have a deep impact
on energy markets and geopolitics in the decades to come. The Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC), which accounts for roughly two-fifths of global oil supply, has
primarily based its production decisions on the U.S. market. However, it is beginning to consider
Indian and Chinese demand. The United States, China, and India have a mutual interest in
mitigating OPEC’s influence over oil prices. The United States could advocate for Indian and
Chinese accession to the International Energy Agency (IEA). The IEA coordinates emergency oilsharing arrangements at the multilateral level but will become less effective if it continues to
exclude large emerging economies, like China and India, from its deliberations. The United States
could also encourage China and India, along with Japan and South Korea, to better coordinate their
purchases and stockpiling of oil and gas.
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